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Introduction

In contrast to static adherent cell cultivation, agitation of shake 
flasks in a CO2-enriched environment is used to culture mamma-
lian cells in suspension. Cells are either free-floating – as single 
cells or aggregates – or attached to microcarriers. Applications 
include the cultivation of embryoid bodies, organoids, the prepa-
ration of a starter culture (inoculum) for subsequent larger cell 
production in bioreactors (scale up), or the expression of com-
plex recombinant proteins. One of the most prominent examples 
of use is the production of therapeutic recombinant proteins, like 
monoclonal antibodies or protein-based vaccines, for example in 
HEK-293 or CHO cells that have been adapted to suspension cell 
culture. 

To provide a CO2-enriched environment for the shake flasks, 
two systems are commonly used: a) orbital shakers that are 
placed inside a traditional CO2 incubator and b) CO2 incuba-
tor shakers. In case of orbital shakers, the use of specialized 
CO2 resistant orbital shakers is recommended. They have been 
developed to reliably perform in a highly humid (~95 % relative 
humidity) and slightly acidic atmosphere. Often, cleanability of 
these specialized devices is also improved compared to standard 
orbital shakers to meet the higher demand for contamination pre-
vention in mammalian cell cultivation. In the following chapters, 
we will compare the two systems for the cultivation of mamma-
lian cells in shake flasks regarding severals aspects.
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Two systems are commonly used for agitation of shake flasks in a  
CO2-enriched environment 
A: Orbital shakers that are placed inside a traditional CO2 incubator  
B: CO2 incubator shakers

Executive summary

Mammalian cells in suspension are typically cultivated in 
shake flasks in a CO2 enriched atmosphere. Due to the many 
advantages of mam malian shake flask culture, like ease of 
handling, low costs, and the possibility to grow to higher 
densities, it is widely used in the biopharmaceutical industry. 
Two systems are commonly used: a) orbital shak ers that are 
placed inside a traditional CO2 incubator and b) CO2 incuba-
tors with integrated shaker. As there is a significant overlap of 
application for both systems, we will discuss advantages and 
disadvantages in this paper considering the following aspects: 

 > Growth conditions 
 > Cleanability and contamination prevention 
 > Capacity 
 > Longevity and reliability 
 > Device flexibility for various applications 
 > Initial investment and running costs 

A

B



Summary - Recommendations for CO2 resistant orbital shaker selection:
 >  Look for tight CO2 and temperature control specifications of the CO2 incubator including stability, accuracy, 
homogeneity, and recovery after door opening (ideally < 5 min to 98 % of initial value after 30 s of unsegmented door 
opening).

 >  The CO2 resistant orbital shaker should come with minimal heat dissipation.
 >  Keep in mind that shelves may bend under the shaker load. This may turn the shelves unusable for reproducible 
adherent cell culture due to varying medium levels above the culture.  

 >  Ideally, test the performance of your CO2 incubator with the CO2 resistant orbital shaker of choice to ensure it doesn´t 
interfere with temperature control and airflow.

 > Is parallel static cell cultivation inside the same device planned? Especially if vibration-sensitive cells like stem or 
primary cells are concerned, consider a dedicated device.
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Growth conditions

Reliable growth conditions are crucial to achieve optimal and 
reproducible cultivation results. In addition to proper CO2 
control to balance pH in the medium, precise temperature and 
relative humidity control are key when selecting a system to 
cultivate mammalian cells in shake flasks. The avoidance of vi-
brations is another factor to consider, especially when planning 
simultaneous cultivation of adherent cells in the same device. 
Here, we will directly compare both systems for agitated mam-
malian cell cultivation regarding the growth conditions.   

CO2 resistant orbital shaker inside a CO2 incubator
For this system, the growth conditions are naturally determined 
by the performance of the surrounding CO2 incubator. Thus, 
users should look for tight CO2 (= medium pH) and temperature 
control specifications including stability, accuracy, homogene-
ity, and recovery after door opening (ideally < 5 min to 98 % 
of initial value after 30 s opening of an unsegmented inner 
door). The use of a device in an incubator chamber introduces 
additional heat to the chamber environment. As CO2 incuba-
tors are thermally insulated and usually lack active cooling, a 
specialized CO2 resistant orbital shaker with minimal heat dis-
sipation is mandatory to reduce local temperature variances to 
a minimum. Thereby, the risk of condensation and temperature 
control failure by excess heat is minimized. One issue with the 
use of CO2 resistant orbital shakers is related to their weight, 
which is usually in the range of 7 – 18 kg (15.4 – 39.7 lbs). 
Including maximum shaker loads of 2 – 6 kg (4.4 – 13.2 lbs), 
this weight can easily exceed the maximum shelf load of a CO2 
incubator and thus may lead to shelf bending and subsequent 
uneven cell growth when this shelve is also used for adherent 
cell cultivation.

 

Integrated device (CO2 incubator shaker)
CO2 and temperature control specifications for a CO2 incubator 
shaker should be as close as possible to a typical CO2 incubator 
for optimal performance. In addition, special attention should 
be given to the specified relative humidity of the device. Gener-
ally, the higher the relative humidity, the lower the medium 
evaporation and the lower harmful impacts by significant shifts 
in concentration of metabolites, salts, etc. Depending on device 
construction and humidification method, CO2 incubator shakers 
can also achieve up to 95 % of relative humidity, like standard 
CO2 incubators. In well-controlled systems and suitable ambient 
conditions, the risk for condensation is also low.

Compared to the use of an open-air shaker in an incubator, 
which transfers additional heat to the chamber, with an inte-
grated device the risk of interfering with temperature control 
is excluded. Another advantage of an integrated device is the 
greater protection of simultaneously cultivated adherent cells 
from vibrations (details below under “Device flexibility for 
various applications”). The shaker drive is typically located 
outside the chamber and thus minimize the transfer of vibra-
tions to the shelves.



The seamless, deep-drawn chamber of the New Brunswick S41i with removable water trays. The high 
temperature-resistant rubber bellows protect the connection of the shaker drive with the platform (not 
installed here).
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Cleanability and Contamination Prevention

The warm, humid atmosphere and nutrient-rich media used for 
mammalian cell cultivation provide ideal growth conditions for 
harmful and sometimes hard to detect contaminants like Myco-
plasma spp. An additional challenge are cross-contaminations 
by eukaryotic cell lines. These can be introduced into cultures 
by earlier or simultaneous projects inside the same device. 

Regardless of its type, the total costs of contamination may 
exceed the device’s purchase price many times; additional 
expenses are incurred through the loss of sample material, the 
need to repeat experiments, combatting the contamination 
itself, and possible downtimes imposed by these measures. 
Therefore, a contamination must be avoided at all costs by 
constantly applying aseptic techniques in the lab. In addi-
tion, because of the significant impact of a contamination and 
because of the labor invested in cleaning over the lifetime of a 
device, it is worth it to think about a device-intrinsic structural 
defense. Here, we will review the most important structural 
factors to consider for both systems regarding cleanability and 
contamination prevention. 

Number and structure of internal parts
Contaminants preferably grow on moist surfaces or in liquids. 
Therefore, the chamber interior should facilitate the detection 
and fast, thorough removal of medium spills. In addition, to 
ensure the recommended weekly removal of moist dust and 
dirt on internal parts, the psychological threshold for cleaning 

 
 
should be low (“What is easy to do is more likely to get done.”). 
Put simply, the more parts and more crevices inside a device, 
the harder and less likely it is to detect/remove a moist contami-
nation nucleus.

To ensure the exclusion of moisture inside the device, sealed 
open air CO2 resistant orbital shakers are favorable over stan-
dard open air orbital shakers. However, regardless of its type, a 
shaker inside a CO2 incubator adds significantly to the internal 
complexity and vulnerable surface area, thus reducing the 
cleanability.

Humidification and chamber design
The high humidity inside a device is often provided by a water 
tray. It is easy to refill and clean, but it is also a risk factor for 
contamination. Additives are not a suitable solution due to their 
corrosive properties. Therefore, the water tray should be remov-
able to ensure weekly water removal, drying and cleaning with 
disinfecting agents. 

The weld seams of the chamber wall can be a welcoming 
place for contaminants to hide in. Therefore, seamless (deep-
drawn) chambers should be preferred. Seamless designs also 
reduce the time for proper cleaning.

For the surrounding CO2 incubator or integrated devices, 
seamless (deep-drawn) chambers without a fan are recom-
mended. This reduces the number of internal parts, thus hidden 
places for contaminants, and make cleaning easier.

https://www.eppendorf.com/s41i
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/948319/CO2-Incubators_Brochure_New-Brunswick-S41i-CO2-Incubator-Shaker_Incubator-Shaker-Evolution.pdf


Standard in modern CO2 incubators, exception for integrated devices: high 
temperature disinfection cycle. 

New Brunswick S41i High Temperature 
Disinfection (HTD) Cycle
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Summary - Recommendations for CO2 resistant orbital shaker selection:
 > Electronics and drive-related mechanical parts should be sealed and thus protected from spills.
 >  The surrounding CO2 incubator should come with:

 >  a low number of internal parts that need to be removed,
 >  a simple, non-labyrinthine structure of these internal parts, 
 >  a low number of chamber crevices, and 
 >  an easy to remove and clean water tray (avoid integrated water trays).   

 >  Test the performance of the CO2 incubator with the CO2 resistant orbital shaker of choice to ensure it doesn´t lead to an 
increased contamination risk by condensation (and other issues – see other chapters).

 >  An integrated high temperature disinfection routine is recommended regardless of the setup and should include as 
many internal parts as possible.
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High temperature disinfection routine
For frequent disinfection, a dry heat routine for several hours 
has been established as the gold standard in CO2 incubators. 
For integrated devices this routine is available, but still an 
exception. 

Ideally, to disinfect the CO2 resistant orbital shaker and all 
internal parts, they should be resistant to the temperatures used 
(120 – 180 °C). However, there are no open air orbital shakers 
available on the market that are resistant to these temperatures. 
Additionally, depending on the CO2 incubator used, heat-
sensitive sensors or fan-associated HEPA-filters may need to 
be removed before the routine. Not only are the orbital shaker 
and these parts not disinfected by the routine, they also pose a 
high risk of (re)introducing contamination due to a prolonged 
reinstallation with an open door after the device sterilisation 
routine. Thus, if a high degree of contamination prevention is 
key, an integrated device with high temperature disinfection is 
recommended as it can include all internal parts in the routine 
(possible exceptions: adhesive mats or non-metal girdles on 
shaker clamps). 

Capacity

One of the key considerations when choosing between the two 
systems is the targeted throughput within the next years of the 
lab because both differ significantly in this regard. Generally, 
CO2 resistant orbital shakers are limited to low throughput 
and small flask volumes up to 1 L due to two reasons. First, 
platforms are small with dimensions usually in the range of 

36 x 30 cm (14.2 x 12.8 in) resulting in an area of 1,080 cm2 
(425 in2). Integrated devices come with at least double and up 
to more than four-fold platform areas. Second, drives for CO2 
resistant orbital shakers have been developed for maximum 
loads of typically only 2.5 – 6 kg. Integrated devices can be used 
with a significantly higher load.

https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/948319/CO2-Incubators_Brochure_New-Brunswick-S41i-CO2-Incubator-Shaker_Incubator-Shaker-Evolution.pdf


Summary - Recommendations for CO2 resistant orbital shaker selection:
 > Exterior should be made of corrosion-resistant materials like stainless steel or ABS.
 > Electronics and drive-related mechanical parts should be sealed and thus protected from spills.
 > Check the ambient conditions of the device´s control unit in the operating manual, if a relative humidity of the lab >60 % 
cannot be excluded (e.g. in labs without air conditioning).

 > Ideally, test the performance of your CO2 incubator with the CO2 resistant orbital shaker of choice to ensure it doesn´t 
interfere with temperature control and airflow.

 > If the targeted load is close to the device´s limit consider choosing an integrated device.
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Longevity and Reliability

Protection of mechanical parts and electronics
In an integrated device, drive-related mechanical parts and 
electronics, except for sensors, are located outside the cham-
ber. Therefore, in these devices, crucial parts are protected 
from the potentially corrosive humid and CO2 enriched, 
slightly acidic growth atmosphere. 

In contrast, mechanical parts and electronics of small or-
bital shakers are exposed to the challenging atmosphere. In 
addition, because devices inside a CO2 incubator can signifi-
cantly interfere with temperature control and airflow, con-
densation may occur. Thus, it is again advisable to select a 
specialized sealed CO2 resistant orbital shaker and preferably 
test it for interference with the CO2 incubator before buying. 
For added resistance of the shaker against the atmosphere, 
the exterior should be made of corrosion-resistant materi-
als. Suitable materials include stainless steel or specialized 
plastics like Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) that is also 
used, for example, to produce LEGO® bricks. In addition, 
electronics and drive parts of the orbital shaker should be 
sealed and protected from spills. 

Humidity resistance of the control unit
A less known aspect that is specific to selecting a suit-
able CO2 resistant orbital shaker, is related to the humidity 
resistance of the control unit. Some manufacturers limit the 
reliable operation to 60 % relative humidity, which may 
become problematic, especially in labs without air con-
ditioning. Therefore, it is worth the effort to compare the 
manufacturer´s operating manual with the expected relative 
humidity before buying.   

The shaker drive
The centerpiece of every shaker is it´s drive. Its reliable per-
formance makes the difference between peace of mind and 
repeated weekend work. Therefore, especially when plan-
ning to agitate loads close to the device´s limits 24/7, special 
attention should be paid to the construction of the shaker 
drive. Additionally, it is advisable to consider choosing an 
integrated device with a robust drive built to reliably sustain 
high loads over its lifetime, especially when having a high 
throughput, working with larger volumes and higher rpms.

If unexpected downtime and delayed results are not an option for you, a look at 
the shaker´s heart is recommended. For example, heavy triple eccentric shaker 
drives (image) are made for stable, uniform, and vibration-free motion of high 
loads 24/7. 



Initial invest and running costs

The ever-present economic pressure to attain greater produc-
tivity with finite resources and rising costs is also a reality in 
modern cell culture labs. Amongst many other factors, running 
costs for lab equipment are a significant factor when minimiz-
ing overall lab expenses. Therefore, purchasing decisions must 
consider not only initial device acquisition costs, but also the 
total cost of ownership over the expected lifetime of equipment.

Capacity matters
In absolute terms, the initial investment for a CO2 incubator plus 
CO2 resistant orbital shaker is generally lower compared to an 
integrated device. This is certainly even more true, if a CO2 in-
cubator already exists in the lab, as the price for a CO2 resistant 
orbital shaker is usually in the range of $2,400 – 3,300. If low 
volumes of cells or low amounts of the cell culture product are 
necessary, and no capacity expansion is planned in the future, a 
CO2 resistant orbital shaker is a cost-efficient solution. However, 
the cost comparison quickly changes in favor of an integrated 
device when costs per cell number or amount of cell product 
are compared.  

 

Often underrated, CO2 consumption can be a significant cost 
factor over the lifetime of a device. This can be due to the costs 
of gas itself, but also due to the necessary employment of staff 
to frequently change gas cylinders. In addition to the cost fac-
tor, corporate carbon footprint reduction goals sometimes also 
need to be considered in this regard.

Device flexibility for various applications

Both systems offer a certain flexibility for other applica-
tions outside the primary use discussed so far. With a CO2 
resistant orbital shaker, it is possible to use the shaker and 
the CO2 incubator as standalone devices for non-incubated 
shaking and adherent cell culture, respectively. If the shaker 
is also intended to be used for protocols that include high 
speed agitation (>200 rpm) of plates and tubes, it is advisable 
to check the operating manual beforehand – some devices 
have a shaking speed limit of 200 rpm. 

Parallel static cell cultivation
One major disadvantage of CO2 resistant orbital shakers is 
their limited use for parallel static cell cultivation inside the 
same device. In contrast to integrated devices, the shaker 
drive is located inside the chamber and likely transfers 

 
 
vibrations to the shelves above. Vibrations interfere with the 
cell´s adherence, which may lead to unnatural growth pat-
terns, a change in the cell´s metabolism and unreproducible 
results, especially for vibration-sensitive cells like primary or 
stem cells1. A corresponding note regarding this limitation 
can also be found in the operating manual of some devices. 
If a parallel static cultivation is desired, the setup should 
be tested before buying. This test should include proper 
positioning on a suited shelf and check for vibrations in the 
chamber when reaching the targeted rpm. Alternatively, 
an integrated device can be considered as these have been 
developed (well-balanced shaker drive outside the chamber) 
and usually tested for shaking and parallel static cell cultiva-
tion. Almost all integrated devices in the market come with 
the option of least one static shelf.  

Summary - Recommendations for CO2 resistant orbital shaker selection:
 > Are protocols of rpm > 200 with plates and tubes planned? If yes, check the maximum rpm in the operating manual of 
the shaker before buying.

 > Is parallel static cell cultivation inside the same device planned? Especially if vibration-sensitive cells like stem or 
primary cells are concerned, consider a dedicated device.

1 Kanie K. et al, Effect of mechanical vibration stress in cell culture on human induced pluripotent stem cells,  
Regenerative Therapy; Vol. 12: 27–35. 15. Dec. 2019
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Summary - Recommendations for CO2 resistant orbital shaker selection:
 > What capacity do you need in the next years? If you might exceed the maximum capacity also consider an integrated 
device.

 > Are specialized reinforced incubator shelves necessary to hold the weight of the shaker plus load?
 > Relevant for some CO2 incubators in the market: Do access ports exist to pass the shaker´s power cord through the wall 
of the device? If not, significant costs may arise from service labor to create these access ports. 

 > If the power cord or the cable to the control unit is passed through the door sealings, an increased gas consumption is 
likely. This leads to increased costs for gas and increased labor for changing gas cylinders. 

 > Generally, it is advisable to compare the gas consumption of different CO2 incubators and integrated devices of interest 
before buying.

 > Consider the labor costs for proper frequent cleaning. How much time will the lab staff need to spend on this over the 
lifetime of the device? A seamless chamber, few internal parts and an integrated high temperature disinfection routine 
will save time for reliable cleaning and lower the risk of sample loss and contamination-related downtime. 
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Further resources:

Visit www.eppendorf.com/co2-incubators

Do you want to stay updated on new cell culture white papers,
webinars, and more?
Monthly newsletter “Inside Cell Culture”

Discover the only CO2 incubator shaker on the market  
with 120 °C disinfection — the New Brunswick™ S41i

Incubator Shaker Evolution

Cut costs and reach your 
ambitious targets faster 

Brochure: Incubator Shaker Evolution: Discover the New Brunswick S41i CO2 Incubator 
Shaker

Executive Summary

The purpose of a CO2 incubator is to maintain an 
optimal environment for cell growth, by providing 
carbon dioxide control in a humidifi ed atmosphere 
with constant temperature. Modern CO2 incubators 
off er specialized solutions for contamination 
prevention, limited lab space, and even specifi c needs, 
like support of hypoxic applications. In this guide we 
give you some best practices and tips to choose the 
best incubator for your needs.

CO2 Incubators – Making the 
Best Choice for Your Lab
Ines Kristina Hartmann, Jessica Wagener

Eppendorf AG
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Selecting the appropriate model 

Selecting a CO2 incubator used to be considered a routine 
administrative decision, often based on what was used in 
the past. Now, facing a wide range of specifi cations and 
specialized features, it is worthwhile to consider your needs 
and choose your incubator with careful analysis. This guide 
will help you with that process.

In-chamber atmosphere control
Controlling temperature and levels of CO2 and humidity in 
the incubator is critical to the health and growth of cultured 
cells. For the majority of mammalian cell lines the optimal 
growth temperature is 37 °C. A humidifi ed atmosphere of 
approximately 95 % avoids desiccation of the cultures. 
CO2 is needed as part of the media buff er system to regulate 

the pH. The most commonly used CO2 - bicarbonate buff er-
ing system depends on a chamber atmosphere of 5 - 10 % 
CO2, providing a pH of 7.2 to 7.4.

White paper: CO2 Incubators – Making the Best Choice for Your Lab

►► Discover the benefits

http://www.eppendorf.com/icc?utm_source=wp57&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=disover_our_nl
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/948319/CO2-Incubators_Brochure_New-Brunswick-S41i-CO2-Incubator-Shaker_Incubator-Shaker-Evolution.pdf
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/948319/CO2-Incubators_Brochure_New-Brunswick-S41i-CO2-Incubator-Shaker_Incubator-Shaker-Evolution.pdf
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/948319/CO2-Incubators_Brochure_New-Brunswick-S41i-CO2-Incubator-Shaker_Incubator-Shaker-Evolution.pdf
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/604515/CO2-Incubators_White-Paper_050_CellXpert-CO2-Incubators_CO2-Incubators-Making-Best-Choice-Your-Lab.pdf
https://www.eppendorf.com/product-media/doc/en/604515/CO2-Incubators_White-Paper_050_CellXpert-CO2-Incubators_CO2-Incubators-Making-Best-Choice-Your-Lab.pdf
http://www.eppendorf.com/icc?utm_source=wp57&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=disover_our_nl
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About Eppendorf

Eppendorf is a leading life science company that develops and sells instruments, consumables, and services for liquid-, 
sample-, and cell handling in laboratories worldwide. Its product range includes pipettes and automated pipetting systems, 
dispensers, centrifuges, mixers, spectrometers, and DNA amplification equipment as well as ultra-low temperature freezers, 
fermentors, bioreactors, CO2 incubators, shakers, and cell manipulation systems. Consumables such as pipette tips, test 
tubes, microtiter plates, and single-use bioreactor vessels complement the range of highest-quality premium products.  
Eppendorf has been in business since 1945, is headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, and employs approximately 5,000 
people around the world. The company has subsidiaries in 33 countries and is represented on all continents and in all 
important markets by distributors.

www.eppendorf.com
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